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1: CALDERON DE LA BARCA, Pedro (LITERATURE)
The Allegorical Drama of Calderon: An Introduction to the Autos Sacramentales [Alexander A. Parker] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Much has been written about Calderon, but it is no
exaggeration to say that his art has not yet been fully understood or appreciated.

He used the stage to interpret and champion Catholicism, to battle the Reformation, and to exalt the monarchy.
Born in Madrid on Jan. He obtained his degree in canon law from the University of Salamanca in Afterward,
Pedro returned to Madrid, where sometime during the s his inamorata bore him a son. She died during this
decade, as did two of his brothers. He behaved decorously the remainder of his life and died in Madrid on May
25, About the same time, he produced his first play, Love, Honor and Power Amor, honor y poder. A general
classification, with accompanying exemplary titles, would be Spanish history and legend: The Mayor of
Zalamea El alcalde de Zalamea ; honor plays: The Phantom Lady La dama duende ; philosophical plays: The
Daughter of the Air La hija del aire. The protagonist, Prince Segismundo of Poland, is born under the dismal
astrological prediction that he will become a tyrant on reaching the throne. His father, King Basilio, a
practicing astrologer, has him placed in chains in a remote prison. When Segismundo reaches his majority, his
father relents and has his son drugged and brought to the palace, where he awakens to find himself on the
throne. Segismundo in several violent actions shows himself cruel and vindictive as the stars had predicted, so
his father has him returned to prison. Plunged back into this harsh environment after having tasted power and
luxury, a bewildered Segismundo can no longer distinguish between the dreamworld and reality. The people
of the kingdom, learning for the first time of the existence of their prince, overthrow King Basilio.
Segismundo, once again enthroned, chastised by experience, proves triumphant over his darker and hateful
self. Life Is a Dream ends optimisticallyâ€”Segismundo, though inclined by the stars to tyranny, through his
own free will overcomes evil. As he embraces a conjured-up pseudo-Justina, she turns into a skeleton; the
deception brings about his conversion, and both he and Justina become martyrs. Devotion to the Cross
portrays the career of a youthful gangster who is ultimately saved from hell through his devotion to the Cross,
the symbol of divine grace. He wrote them purely for entertainment, as the titles reveal: Everyone, from the
most arrogant aristocrat to the humblest beggar, shared the feeling of awe produced by these allegorical
representations of the mystery of transubstantiation, and the populace saw Holy Writ become flesh and blood.
His Use of Earlier Plays
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The chief purpose of this work "is to indicate how [Calderon's] "Autos Sacramentales" should be read in order to be
understood a prerequisite for their evaluation as poetic drama." This is a reprint of the origianl edition.

Madrid, Spain, 17 January Entered the household of the Constable of Castille, Don Bernardino Fernandez de
Velasco, ; began writing plays for the court from ; entered order of St. James, ; served in the campaign against
the Catalans, ; served in the household of the Duke of Alba from ; became a priest in , but continued to write
plays as court dramatist for Philip IV; chaplain of the Chapel of Reyes Nuevos, Toledo, from , but lived in
Madrid after Honorary Chaplain to the King, Publications Obras, edited by Joseph Calderon. Obras, edited
by J. Poesias, edited by Adolfo de Castro Cadiz. Patrick , translated by Denis F. Obra lirica, edited by M.
Dramas, edited by Luis Astrana Marin. Comedias, edited by Angel Valbuena Briones. Autos sacramentales,
edited by Angel Valbuena Prat. Tragedias, edited by Francisco Ruiz Ramon. Teatro comico breve, edited by
Maria Luisa Lobato. A secreto agravio, secreta venganza, edited by Edward Nagy. El alcalde de Zalamea,
edited by Peter N. Amar despues de la muerte, as Love after Death, translated by Denis F. McCarthy, in
Dramas of Calderon. McCarthy, in Mysteries of Corpus Christi. La aurora en Copacabana, edited by Antonio
Pages Larraya. Los cabellos de Absalon, edited by Helmy F. Cada uno para si, edited by Jose M. Ruano de la
Haza. Casa con dospuertas mala es de guardar, edited by G. Northrup, in Three Plays. Mackenzie, in Three
Comedies, El castillo de Lindabridis, edited by Victoria B. Celos aun del aire matan, edited by J. La cena de
Baltazar, in Tragedias, 3. McCarthy, in Mysteries of Corpus Christi, Mackenzie and Kenneth Muir. La dama
duende, edited by Jose Luis Alonso. La desdicha de la voz, edited by Gwynne Edwards. La devocion de la
Cruz, edited by Sidney F. Eco y Narciso, edited by Charles V. En esta vida todo es verdady todo mentira,
edited by D. McCarthy, in Three Dramas of Calderon. La estatua de Prometeo, edited by Charles V. Fieras
afemina amor, edited by Edward M. El golfo de las sirenas, edited by Sandra L. El gran duque de Gandia,
edited by Vaclav Cerny. El gran teatro del mundo, edited by Eugenio Frutos Cortes. Gustos y disgustos son no
mas que imagination, edited by Claudio Y. La hija del aire, edited by Gwynne Edwards. El magico prodigioso,
edited by Alexander A. Parker and Malveena McKendrick. Mackenzie, in Three Comedies. El mayor
monstruo los celos, edited by Everett W. El medico de su honra, edited by C. No hay burlas con el amor,
edited by I. No hay cosa como callar, edited by Angel Valbuena Briones, in Comedias de capa y espada, 2. No
hay mas fortuna que Dios, edited by Alexander A. No hay que creer ni en la verdad, edited by Vaclav Cerny.
No siempre lo peor es cierto, edited by Luis G. Villaverde and Lucile Farinas. El pintor de su deshonra, edited
by Manuel Ruiz Lagos. El pleito matrimonial del cuerpo y el alma, edited by Manfred Engelbert. El postrer
duelo de Espana, edited by Guy Rossetti. El principe constante, edited by Alexander A. McCarthy, in Dramas
of Calderon, Tuprojimo como a ti, edited by Mary Lorene Thomas. El purgatorio de san Patricio, as The
Purgatory of St. Patrick, translated by Denis F. El secreto a voces, edited by Jose M. El sitio de Breda, edited
by Johanna R. El verdadero dios Pan, edited by Jose M. La vida es sueno, edited by Augusta Cortina. Sloman,
, Everett W. Ruano de la Haza, , and by Ann L. Nadal, , and by Gwynne Edwards, in Plays 1, Verse Psalle et
sile, edited by Leopoldo Trenor. Other Obras menores, edited by A. Essays on the "Comedies," , both by
Alexander A. Parker; The Dramatic Craftsmanship of Calderon: Sloman, ; Pedro Calderon de la Barca:
Wardropper, ; A Literary History of Spain: Drama by Edward M. Cruikshank, ; Calderon de la Barca:
Imagery, Rhetoric, and Drama by John V. Bryans, ; The Prison and the Labyrinth: De Armas and others, , and
The Return of Astrea: Richard Tyler and Sergio D. Elizondo, ; Calderon de la Barca at the Tercentenary:
Comparative Views edited by P. His Reception and Influence by Henry W. Sullivan, ; The Limits of Illusion:
Essays on the Comedias by Alexander A. Parker, ; On the Boards and in the Press: The Imagery of Tragedy by
Charlene E. Suscavage, ; The Prince in the Tower: Don Pedro Calderon de la Barca, one of the two greatest
dramatists of the Spanish Golden Age, was extremely prolific, and his work was of many different kinds.
Although he was not ordained until he was over 50, his plays are frequently religious in spirit, and many of
them are directly doctrinal. The best known of the autos, outside Spain, is El gran teatro del mundo The Great
Stage of the World in which representative human beings are put into the world to perform their allotted parts
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on the stage of life. Calderon sometimes rewrote his secular plays as allegories: His most famous play, Life Is
a Dream, is directly didactic, demonstrating that the pursuit of fame or wealth is foolish, that we ought to
overcome our passions, and set our hearts on eternal things. Segismundo, returned to prison, is made to
believe that he has only dreamed that he was a prince with absolute power; but when he is released again he
decides to behave morally instead of selfishly. In two of these plays the wives are innocent and in a third the
imprudent wife has been compelled to marry a man she does not love. In El medico de su honra The Surgeon
of Honour a husband has his wife bled to death; in A secreto agravio, secreta venganza Secret Vengeance for
Secret Insult another deluded husband murders both his wife and her lover; and in El pintor de su deshonra
The Painter of His Own Dishonour Juan Roca kills the innocent wife whom he still loves. Calderon contrasts
the honour code with Christian ethics, most obviously in the first of these plays, but the husbands are regarded
as mistaken rather than evil:
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Download allegorical drama of calderon or read online books in PDF, EPUB, Tuebl, and Mobi Format. Click Download
or Read Online button to get allegorical drama of calderon book now. This site is like a library, Use search box in the
widget to get ebook that you want.

January 17, Death Date: May 25, Place of Birth: He used the stage to interpret and champion Catholicism, to
battle the Reformation, and to exalt the monarchy. Born in Madrid on Jan. He obtained his degree in canon
law from the University of Salamanca in Afterward, Pedro returned to Madrid, where sometime during the s
his inamorata bore him a son. She died during this decade, as did two of his brothers. He behaved decorously
the remainder of his life and died in Madrid on May 25, About the same time, he produced his first play,
Love, Honor and Power Amor, honor y poder. A general classification, with accompanying exemplary titles,
would be Spanish history and legend: The Mayor of Zalamea El alcalde de Zalamea ; honor plays: The
Phantom Lady La dama duende ; philosophical plays: The Daughter of the Air La hija del aire. The
protagonist, Prince Segismundo of Poland, is born under the dismal astrological prediction that he will become
a tyrant on reaching the throne. His father, King Basilio, a practicing astrologer, has him placed in chains in a
remote prison. When Segismundo reaches his majority, his father relents and has his son drugged and brought
to the palace, where he awakens to find himself on the throne. Segismundo in several violent actions shows
himself cruel and vindictive as the stars had predicted, so his father has him returned to prison. Plunged back
into this harsh environment after having tasted power and luxury, a bewildered Segismundo can no longer
distinguish between the dreamworld and reality. The people of the kingdom, learning for the first time of the
existence of their prince, overthrow King Basilio. Segismundo, once again enthroned, chastised by experience,
proves triumphant over his darker and hateful self. Life Is a Dream ends optimistically--Segismundo, though
inclined by the stars to tyranny, through his own free will overcomes evil. As he embraces a conjured-up
pseudo-Justina, she turns into a skeleton; the deception brings about his conversion, and both he and Justina
become martyrs. Devotion to the Cross portrays the career of a youthful gangster who is ultimately saved from
hell through his devotion to the Cross, the symbol of divine grace. He wrote them purely for entertainment, as
the titles reveal: Everyone, from the most arrogant aristocrat to the humblest beggar, shared the feeling of awe
produced by these allegorical representations of the mystery of transubstantiation, and the populace saw Holy
Writ become flesh and blood. His Use of Earlier Plays Need a custom written paper? Let our professional
writers save your time. Need an original paper?
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Born ; died ; a Spanish dramatist whose activity marks the second half of the golden age of Spanish literature.
His time was one of social and political decay under the rule of Phillip III and Phillip IV, when all things
indicated the irretrievable loss of the mighty foreign empire which Spain had acquired during previous reigns;
yet, even in this melancholy period Spain produced a poet of lasting national significance in the person of
Calderon. Undoubtedly the value of Calderon has been overrated, in so far as the modern world has allowed
him to outshine Lope de Vega, for it should be remembered that Calderon inherited the scenic traditions of the
sixteenth century, to which Lope had given a magnificent development. Yet Calderon must be credited with
giving to those traditions an interpretation which clearly captivated his contemporaries as it did the more
recent race of the Romantics in Germany. By giving full expression in his theatre to purely national qualities
he endeared himself to his own people in a way that will always safeguard his repute wherever Spanish is
spoken and the past glory of Spain is revered. Like Lope de Vega, he came of a northern Asturian stock,
although he was born in Madrid. After a preliminary training in the capital, he went to the University of
Salamanca at a time when that institution was at the acme of its glory, and there he spent six years. The few
facts ascertainable for the years ensuing upon his residence at Salamanca show him figuring in the Spanish
campaigns in Italy and in the Netherlands , and then returning to Madrid to undertake the management of the
theatre of the Buen Retiro. The reigning monarch, Philip IV, was exceedingly attached to him and showed him
favour in various ways, as by bestowing a pension on him, by urging him to constant dramatic composition,
and by providing funds for the expenses involved in splendid and costly performances of his plays. In he was
appointed to membership in the Order of Santiago, and three years later he served with his order in the
campaign against the rebellious Catalans. Like Lope, he turned to Holy orders when his prime was passing, for
in he was ordained to the priesthood ; but, quite unlike Lope, he was an exemplary minister of the ministry.
Honours came to him in his new vocation; thus, in he was appointed an honorary chaplain to the sovereign,
and in he was made superior of the congregation of St. His dramatic labours were carried on unabated after his
ordination and continued down to the year of his death. Of less varied genius than his predecessor, Lope de
Vega, Calderon gave expression to himself in his dramas only; for his non-dramatic prose works are of very
minor value--a treatise on painting is perhaps the most notable--and his lyrics, although many in number, are
to be sought in his plays and not in any considerable separate collections. It is to be observed, none the less,
that he is a great lyric poet, and that his lyrism saturates his dramatic compositions from first to last. With the
collected editions of his plays published during his lifetime, Calderon was not concerned at all, except that he
superintended the preparation of the edition of his autos sacred allegorical dramas which appeared in On the
basis of a list of his pieces which he prepared in , his biographer, Vera Tasis, published after his death a
nine-volume edition of them. The extant works of Calderon embrace some comedias, including individual
works and those written in collaboration with others, and, furthermore, some 70 or 80 autos sacramentales
sacred allegorical dramas on the Eucharist. In so far as regards the comedias, the modern editions reproduce
the text of Vera Tasis; he did not print the autos in his collection. The best edition of the autos continues to be
that of J. Fernandez de Apontes Were one to contrast Shakespear with Lope de Vega, he would discover that,
while Shakespear belongs to all men and all time, Lope is the particular property of Spain , and is bounded by
national limitations. The character of Calderon is even more limited still; he is not only Spanish rather than
universal, but, as a Spaniards , he typifies the sentiments and ideals of a narrowly restricted period, the
seventeenth century. It may be added that in his theatre and in his daily life he was a model of the truly
Christian and knightly poet of his period. In the production of them Calderon has never been surpassed. For
while "his set pieces", in the opinion of Fitzmaurice-Kelly, who is a competent judge, "are disfigured by want
of humour and by over-refinement", these faults "turn to virtues in the autos, where abstractions are wedded to
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the noblest poetry, where the Beyond is brought down to earth, and where doctrinal subtleties are embellished.
In his strictly secular pieces Calderon has succeeded rather by virtue of his lyrism, which is undoubtedly of
transcendent quality, than because of any considerable dramatic ingenuity of his own. In fact, fertility of
conception as to plot and incident was strikingly lacking in him, he was not in the least loath to borrow ideas
from his predecessors and contemporaries, and sometimes he went so far as to appropriate whole sections of
their dramas. In the creation and development of character he achieved any high degree of success only
occasionally. There is, on the whole, so much of a sameness about his personages and their behaviour as to
justify the charge of monotony brought against him. For us such an action is a perversion of the ideals of
chivalry. In conclusion, there may be set down the final judgment upon Calderon by Fitzmaurice-Kelly, a
critic not at all too favourable and yet disposed to do justice to his subject. He says that "Calderon takes rank
among the greatest authors of the Spanish theatre in that he is the greatest Spanish poet who has had his
recourse in the dramatic form. His race, his faith , his temperament, his especial environment prevented him
from becoming a universal poet; his majesty, his devout lyrism, his decorative fancy suffice to put him in the
first rank of national poets. About this page APA citation. Pedro Calderon de la Barca. In The Catholic
Encyclopedia. Robert Appleton Company, This article was transcribed for New Advent by Matthew Reak.
The editor of New Advent is Kevin Knight. My email address is webmaster at newadvent. Dedicated to the
Immaculate Heart of Mary.
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He also wrote operas and plays with religious or mythological themes. Abandoning an ecclesiastical career, he
entered the service of the constable of Castile and in began to write plays for the court, rapidly becoming the
leading member of the small group of dramatic poets whom King Philip IV gathered around him. In the king
made him a Knight of the Military Order of St. On the outbreak of the Catalan rebellion, he enlisted in in a
cavalry company of knights of the military orders and served with distinction until , when he was invalided
out of the army. In he entered the service of the duque de Alba, probably as secretary. A few years later an
illegitimate son was born to him; nothing is known about the mother, and the idea that sorrow at her death led
him to return to his first vocation, the priesthood, is pure surmise. He was ordained in and announced that he
would write no more for the stage. He also wrote each year the two Corpus Christi plays for Madrid.
Appointed a prebendary of Toledo Cathedral, he took up residence in Receiving permission to hold his
prebend without residence, he returned to Madrid in and was appointed honorary chaplain to the king in The
court drama grew out of the popular drama, and at first there was no distinction in themes and style between
the two. The construction, however, of a special theatre in the new palace, the Buen Retiro, completed in ,
made possible spectacular productions beyond the resources of the public stage. The court plays became a
distinctive Baroque genre , combining drama with dancing, music , and the visual arts and departing from
contemporary life into the world of classical mythology and ancient history. This detachment indicates a
conception of art as a formal medium that employs its artistic devices so as to compress and abstract the
externals of human life, the better to express its essentials. From the start he manifested his technical skill by
utilizing the characters and incidents of his plots in the development of a dominant idea. As his art matured,
his plots became more complex and the action more constricted and compact. El pintor de su deshonra c.
Although rhetorical devices typical of the Spanish Baroque style remained a feature of his diction , his verse
developed away from excessive ornamentation toward a taut style compressed and controlled by a penetrating
mind. Accepting the conventions of the comedy of intrigue , a favourite form on the Spanish stage, he used
them for a fundamentally serious purpose. La dama duende ; The Phantom Lady is a neat and lively example.
No siempre lo peor es cierto c. Both plays also implicitly criticize the accepted code of honour. In the famous
El alcalde de Zalamea, the secrecy and the vengeance demanded by the code are rejected. This play also
presents a powerful contrast between the aristocracy and the people: The critics who allege that he approves of
the murder of an innocent wife because honour demands it overlook the fact that the horror one feels at this
deed is precisely what he intended. El pintor de su deshonra is built on a similar plot. The fully developed
court plays are best represented by La hija del aire. This play in two parts dramatizes the legend of Semiramis
the warrior queen of Babylon whose greed for political power led her to conceal and impersonate her son on
his accession. Highly stylized, it conveys a strong impression of violence. It presents, with considerable
complexity, the contrast between passion and reason. Passion, in its self-seeking, in its grasping for power and
devouring of everything in the urge to domination, breeds disorder and leads to destruction; reason, in its
sacrificing of self-interest to justice and loyalty, produces order. Though none has the intensity of La hija del
aire, most exemplify a thoughtful, dignified, and restrained art. His religious plays round off his view of life
by confronting natural values with supernatural ones. The most characteristic of these religious plays,
following the tradition established outside Spain by the Jesuit drama , are based on stories of conversion and
martyrdom, usually of the saints of the early church. This religious philosophy is given its most moving
expression, in terms of Christian dogma , in the autos sacramentales. Seventy-six of these allegorical plays,
written for open-air performance on the Feast of Corpus Christi , are extant. The range of his scriptural,
patristic, and scholastic learning, together with the assurance of his structural technique and poetic diction ,
enabled him to endow the abstract concepts of dogmatic and moral theology with convincing dramatic life. At
their weakest the autos tend to depend for their effect upon the ingenuity of their allegories , but at their best
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they are imbued with profound moral and spiritual insight and with a poetic feeling varying from tenderness to
forcefulness. La cena de Baltasar c. The depth and consistency of his thought, his supremely intelligent
craftsmanship and artistic integrity, his psychological insight, and the rationality and humanity of his moral
standards make him one of the major figures of world drama.
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An analysis of Calderon's allegorical drama, givinf a new vision of the value of the "autos" as a form of dramatic and
poetic expression. This work is a landmark in Calderonian criticism. Size: 14x22 Cms.

The Great Theatre of the World Date written: Synopsis God, the Director, commissions a play for the purpose
of celebrating His glory and greatness. He chooses His acting company, assigning each player a social role to
play: Although those less fortunate in their parts the Worker and the Poor Man protest that the seemingly
arbitrary hierarchy is unfair, the Director God assures them that He is just as pleased with the representation of
the part of the Rich as that of the Poor, so long as each plays his part well. The World is the stage manager,
doling out the costumes and props appropriate to each role. The cast are not allowed to rehearse the play but
must begin to perform immediately, as there is no rehearsal for human life. The two women are contrasted:
Beauty enjoys the pleasures of the world, while Discretion stays with her mind turned to God and religion.
The Rich Man is contrasted with the Poor Man, and the Worker complains of his unwillingness to work and
the difficulty of his labour. The Poor Man is offended, saying that work is not part of his role, as he is a
beggar, not a worker, and calls the Worker cruel for not giving him alms. Discretion gives him bread, but then
loses her balance; she is held up by the King, making the point that the state holds up religion like no one else
can. God returns to remind everyone that he could step in to rectify the human faults he sees, but he insists on
their free will and refrains from interfering. The characters then take turns sharing stories. The King is first to
speak, describing the immensity of his power. A Voice lets him know that his power has come to nothing, for
it is the end of his life and his power will be taken from him when he dies; the King then dies, repentant of his
sins. Beauty is next, claiming to have enraptured the souls of men, but the Voice tells her that human beauty is
fleeting, and she dies wishing she had taken more care for her eternal soul. The Rich man reminds those who
remain: However, Discretion is allowed to take her good works with her. The Director returns and judges each
one: The Rich Man is the only one to be sent to Hell, to be tortured forever. The Director calls for a hymn,
which will delight those in Heaven, offer hope to those in Purgatory, and torment those in Hell because they
will never enjoy communion with God. For more information see Wheeler, El gran teatro del mundo. El gran
teatro del mundo; El gran mercado del mundo. An Introduction to the Autos sacramentales. Ignacio Arellano
and Enrica Cancelliere, pp. Last updated on 4 October Tag this play You must be logged in to add tags.
Please log in or sign up for a free account.
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8: CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Pedro Calderon de la Barca
Pedro CalderÃ³n de la Barca y Barreda GonzÃ¡lez de Henao Ruiz de Blasco y RiaÃ±o, usually referred as Pedro
CalderÃ³n de la Barca (Spanish pronunciation: [ËˆpeÃ°É¾o kaldeËˆÉ¾on de la ËˆÎ²aÉ¾ka]; 17 January - 25 May ), was
a dramatist, poet and writer of the Spanish Golden Age.
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See also Salvador de Madariaga, Shelley and CalderÃ³n (); A.A. Parker, The Allegorical Drama of CalderÃ³n (); and
A.E. Sloman, The Dramatic Craftsmanship of CalderÃ³n: His Use of Earlier Plays (). Additional Sources. Gerstinger,
Heinz, Pedro CalderÃ³n de la Barc, New York, Ungar
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